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Abstract 
This article is concerned with the sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and other metrics associated with 
screening tests. It has direct origins in two previous articles. In this third article, the author of the first article writes 
about topics and issues that were addressed only minimally in his previous article and expands on topics raised by 
authors of the second article. In particular, attention is turned to wording and terminology that can be idiosyncratic 
and confusing with regard to screening versus diagnosis as well as to issues associated with reference (“gold”) 
standards and screening tests, and to the importance of cutpoints and prevalence in relation to metrics associated 
with screening tests. The primary aims are to help readers attain clarity about topics that they might have felt 
unsure about; gain reassurance about conceptual difficulties in the field that, once recognized for what they are, 
can become less problematic because it is possible to be confident about not being confident; and, where 
appropriate, adopt a skeptical attitude about screening tests and their associated metrics. Examples are drawn from 
the use of ankle–brachial and toe–brachial indices for identifying peripheral artery disease, although wider 
applicability is intended. 
Keywords: screening, diagnosis, sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, likelihood ratios 
1. Introduction 
In November 2017, Frontiers in Public Health - Epidemiology published an article that I authored concerning 
sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values (Trevethan, 2017b). Approximately 10 months later, Grunau and Linn 
published an article in the same journal (Grunau & Linn, 2018), indicating that my original article did not contain 
sufficient detail about some topics and suggesting that additional topics should be considered. In preparing this 
“second sequel”, my intention is to present material not included in my first article because of its journal’s word 
limit but also to expand on, and address, topics presented by the authors of the second article (the first sequel). 
In my original article, I attempted to provide clear and helpful descriptions of sensitivity, specificity, and predictive 
values as well as to identify and resolve what I believed to be common misconceptions concerning those metrics. 
I also dealt with ways in which those metrics could inform decision making in health contexts. The impetus for 
this was my sense that researchers and clinicians seem to have difficulty understanding those metrics—a lack of 
understanding that has been borne out empirically (Manrai et al., 2014; Puhan et al., 2005; Steurer et al., 2002; 
Whiting, Davenport, et al., 2015). In this current article, I retain an intention to write clearly. This intention is 
driven by a sense that much writing about screening tests could be described as hermetic—somehow sealed from 
ready comprehension (Note 1)—and that I might be able to present material that would resonate for a readership 
that sought clarity and reassurance in contrast to material that often appears to be confusing, unclear, or even 
misleading. 
In this article, a major parallel aim is to help readers realize why some confusions exist, but I also pursue the 
recommendation made at the end of my original article where I wrote that healthy skepticism is advisable in the 
context of screening tests. I first provide information concerning complexities associated with the words screening 
and diagnosis. I then raise issues concerning the nature of reference standards and screening tests, and follow that 
by demonstrating how cutpoints and sample prevalence can, but in some respects may not, substantially influence 
sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and other metrics. In the concluding sections I provide additional 
information and insights. 
In order to support these topics, I use examples relating to the ankle–brachial index (ABI) and toe–brachial index 
(TBI), both of which are noninvasive indicators of peripheral artery disease (PAD). They are commonly regarded 
as screening rather than diagnostic tests and are ideal for current purposes because they have features that permit 
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revelation of complexities related to screening tests. Both indices are described in the next subsection to provide 
an appropriate foundation for the material that follows. Although ABIs and TBIs inevitably have some features 
that do not translate readily to other contexts, they are used because, without concrete examples, information and 
issues can fail to become apparent or to consolidate. 
2. The Ankle–Brachial and Toe–Brachial Indices 
Peripheral artery disease refers to narrowing of arteries caused by atherosclerotic (i.e., fatty) deposits in arteries 
throughout any part of the body other than the heart and brain (the word peripheral can be deceiving because it 
refers not only to limbs but also to other, more “internal”, parts of the body, including kidneys and stomach). 
Estimates of the prevalence of PAD vary widely from near zero to > 60% depending on how the disease is 
identified and on variables within subpopulations that include age, ethnicity, gender, hypertension, diabetes, and 
smoking history (Caro et al., 2005; Criqui & Aboyans, 2015). Atherosclerosis reduces effective flow of blood, 
leading to a variety of health problems. It is often first evidenced as stenoses or occlusions in the arteries of the 
legs and, because of that, when PAD is present there is likely to be less blood supply to the ankles and feet which 
therefore produces a difference in blood pressure between the upper parts of the body and the lower extremities, 
with lower pressure in the latter. In order to detect whether that difference is present, systolic blood pressures are 
often obtained from the arm (known medically as the brachium) and compared with blood pressure at either the 
ankle or a toe (usually the big toe, or hallux). These hemodynamically logical, and relatively simple, procedures 
are used because PAD is often asymptomatic. 
When ankle blood pressure is divided by brachial blood pressure, the single-figure outcome is known as the ankle–
brachial index, or ABI. For a healthy person, ankle pressure is typically higher than brachial pressure (Goldstein 
et al., 2014; Gong et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2010), (Note 2) and therefore the ABI is likely to be > 1.0, often in the 
range 1.1 to 1.3. In a person with PAD, the ABI is, at least theoretically, likely to be noticeably < 1.0, and an ABI 
≤ 0.90 is often regarded as indicative of PAD (Bundó et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2010). 
When toe blood pressure is divided by brachial pressure, the outcome is known as the toe–brachial index, or TBI. 
For a healthy person, toe pressure is often, although not always, lower than brachial pressure, and therefore TBIs 
for healthy people are often < 1.0 (Quong, 2016; Watanabe et al., 2015). Høyer et al. (2013) have estimated that a 
TBI of 0.71 is the lowest threshold for a normal TBI, and TBIs ≥ 0.75 have been regarded as unlikely in the 
presence of PAD (Hinchliffe et al., 2016).  
3. Defining Screening and Diagnostic Tests 
In the opening paragraph of my former article (Trevethan, 2017b), I defined screening tests as typically having 
“advantages over diagnostic tests such as placing fewer demands on the healthcare system and being more 
accessible as well as less invasive, less dangerous, less expensive, less time-consuming, and less physically and 
psychologically discomforting for clients”. In addition, screening tests are often relatively simple and are not 
intended to be definitive (Wilson & Jungner, 1968). By way of contrast, I characterized diagnostic tests as not 
usually possessing the typical features of screening tests (they often possess opposite features) and as being defined 
primarily in terms of providing definitive evidence about the presence or absence of a target disease or condition. 
Screening tests are usually, therefore, acknowledged to have some degree of imprecision or ambiguity. Because 
of that, their sensitivity and specificity might both be only moderate, or one might be satisfactory but the other 
unsatisfactory. This is evident in a number of studies examined by Xu et al. (2010) where, for the ABI, nine pairs 
of sensitivity and specificity results were {.69 and .83}, {.71 and .89}, {.76 and .90}, {.79 and .96}, {.76 and .95}, 
{.68 and .99}, {.63 and .97}, {.20 and .99}, and {.15 and .99}. In research by Sonter, Tehan, and Chuter (2017), 
both sensitivity and specificity for the TBI were consistently moderate to unsatisfactory, the paired results being 
{.71 and .77}, {.78 and .61}, {.74 and .67}, and {.70 and .62}. 
Another important, and quite different, feature of screening tests is that they come in different forms, and with 
dissimilar purposes. Within a seminal document, Wilson and Jungner (1988) described seven kinds of screening 
tests or activities. Among these, it is possible to conceive of a continuum, at one end of which is mass screening 
of large population groups as well as widespread screening of people identified as belonging to high-risk groups, 
both of which might be seen as falling primarily within the remit of conventionally conceived epidemiology with 
its focus on identifying the determinants, prevalence, and incidence of diseases within a population, as well as 
controlling those diseases. At the other end of the Wilson and Jungner continuum are case findings. These might 
be seen as falling within the remit of clinical epidemiology with its focus—often medically oriented—on the 
prevention, identification, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of disease, as well as on the accuracy of tests, for 
individual people. Wilson and Jungner point out that differences in the kinds of screening activities need to be kept 
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in mind—and it is the latter kind that is the focus within this present article. Other authors might approach the 
topic of screening with a different focus, which, ideally, should be made explicit in order to avoid confusion. 
Just as the word screening can have different meanings, so, also, can the word diagnosis. Initially, an acceptable 
definition seems simple: diagnostic tests provide clear evidence concerning the presence or absence of a condition 
(Trevethan, 2017b), and these tests can therefore be expected to have high sensitivity and specificity and, 
consequently, to yield very few false positive or false negative results. 
In practice, however, drawing a distinction between screening and diagnostic tests is not clearcut. Sometimes one 
diagnostic test might be compared with another diagnostic test, with the former regarded as highly trustworthy and 
therefore able to serve as a valid yardstick for assessing the latter’s trustworthiness. In this situation, diagnostic 
tests might be conceived of as hierarchically related to each other. Furthermore, what some people regard as a 
diagnostic test can be regarded by others as being, less definitively, at the level of indication, or initial detection, 
that is associated with screening. This difference in perspectives is evident in the titles of the following journal 
articles about the ABI and TBI, where words relating to diagnosis and screening (the latter being referred to in 
terms of detection) have been bolded: 
 
• Sensitivity and specificity of the ankle–brachial index to diagnose peripheral artery 
disease (Xu et al., 2010) 
• The toe-brachial index in the diagnosis of peripheral arterial disease (Høyer et al., 2013) 
• Toe brachial index measured by automated device compared to duplex ultrasonography 
for detecting peripheral arterial disease (Sonter, Tehan, & Chuter, 2017)  
• A systematic review of the sensitivity and specificity of the toe–brachial index for 
detecting peripheral artery disease (Tehan, Santos, & Chuter, 2016). 
 
At times, the distinction between screening and diagnosis can even be blurred within the space of a few words, as 
in: “This is essential to determine the clinical efficacy of using this technique for early diagnosis of PAD and 
ongoing peripheral vascular screening and monitoring” (Formosa et al., 2018, p. 281, bolding added). 
Although it may be helpful to make a distinction between screening tests as providing (merely) an indication that 
a condition is present, and diagnostic tests as providing more definitive evidence, there are two important caveats. 
These are that a screening test might have such high and well-founded sensitivity that a negative test result can be 
regarded as ruling the condition out (commonly referred to as snout), and that a screening test might have such 
high and well-founded specificity that a positive test result can be regarded as ruling the condition in (commonly 
referred to as spin), concerning which I provided extended information in my previous article (Trevethan, 2017b). 
Under some circumstances, therefore, aspects of screening tests might validly acquire the status of diagnostic tests. 
Nevertheless, and while keeping the snout and spin principles in mind, the main purpose of screening tests might 
be regarded as providing a “ballpark” indication concerning the presence or absence of a condition so that 
appropriate decisions can be made—perhaps that nothing at all needs be done, that evasive or remedial action 
should be recommended or implemented immediately, that regular follow-up monitoring should be put in place, 
or that further exploration would be needed to ascertain whether or not a condition is likely to be, or is actually, 
present. 
In order to assess the validity, or trustworthiness, of a screening test, that test is assessed against a diagnostic test, 
or reference standard. In an ideal situation, there would be reliable and valid procedures within both the reference 
standard and the screening test as well as appropriate criteria for determining whether a condition is present or not. 
An example of this situation is provided in Figure 1. There, for current purposes, it is assumed that the ABI is an 
excellent screening test for PAD when it has a cutpoint set at 0.90 and therefore that it has been able to accurately 
identify 120 people as either having, or as not having, PAD—and, on both the reference standard and screening 
test, 30 of those 120 people were identified as having PAD, and 90 as not having PAD. Therefore, all of the people 
tested could be categorized as either true positives or true negatives. This would result in sensitivity and specificity 
both being 100%, and, if the people assessed by the reference standard were representative of a specified 
subpopulation, the predictive values for other people belonging to that subpopulation would also equal 100% (Note 
3). 
When situations are less ideal than depicted in Figure 1, there are deficiencies in either the reference standard or 
the screening test, or in both. Examples of the kind of deficiencies that can exist will be provided below, first with 
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regard to reference standards, and then with regard to screening tests. Several of the issues that are raised pertain 
to both reference standards and screening tests, so some duplication of content is inevitable but will be avoided as 
much as possible. There are additional issues, and also more extensive issues within those considered below, but 
the issues raised serve to indicate that the validity of neither reference standards nor screening tests should be 
assumed unquestioningly and that, where possible, steps should be taken to improve the sensitivity, specificity, 
predictive values, and other metrics associated with screening tests by addressing problems related to both 
reference standards and screening tests.  
 
Figure 1. Diagram depicting the ideal situation in which 120 people were tested and sensitivity, specificity, and 
predictive values are all 100% 
 
4. Issues Pertaining to Reference Standards 
A number of issues pertain to reference standards—the diagnostic tests that are assumed to definitively establish 
the presence or absence of a condition. Three will be raised here. As indicated above, they are not intended to be 
exhaustive but rather to indicate a need for caution, even skepticism, when considering the adequacy of reference 
standards. 
A major issue is that criteria are not always unequivocal when people are initially categorized as either having or 
as not having a particular condition. For example, when determining whether or not people have PAD, which is 
often based on the presence of atherosclerosis within arteries of the legs, a number of different criteria are used. 
These criteria include the number and size of any stenoses or occlusions in the legs, where those stenoses or 
occlusions are located, and the number of arteries affected. These differences in the reference standard might not 
be trivial. For example, Okamoto et al. (2006) conducted one set of analyses in which lesions below the knee 
(infragenicular) were regarded as indicative of PAD if there was complete obstruction with blocking of contrast 
media, and another set of analyses in which lesions above the knee (supragenicular) were regarded as indicative 
of PAD if there was more than 75% stenosis of the vascular lumen. These two reference standards, when applied 
to four different screening tests, produced strikingly different outcomes. For example, the respective sensitivity 
and specificity of the TBI with the first method (infragenicular) were 45 and 100%, and with the second method 
(supragenicular) were 92 and 87%. (Note 4) 
Other examples of problems concerning reference standard criteria are not difficult to find. In the final stage of a 
refined literature search concerning the ABI, Xu et al. (2010) excluded 10 of 33 studies for not possessing an 
appropriate reference standard. From a different angle, within their systematic review focusing on the TBI in 
screening for PAD, Tehan, Santos, and Chuter (2016) examined seven studies across which there was little 
consistency in the criteria used to define the presence of PAD according to the reference standards used. 
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Clearly, finding an appropriate reference standard for defining and measuring PAD is not straightforward, and 
careful thought must therefore be given to identify the most valid indicator of that target condition. It might also 
be desirable to use a combination of two or more indicators, rather than a single indicator, as the reference standard 
to determine whether or not people have a particular condition (Bossuyt et al., 2003; Parikh et al., 2008). 
When different methodological procedures are used within reference standards to establish whether or not people 
have a condition, another issue arises because there is no guarantee that the different procedures will produce 
similar or optimal results. According to the articles examined in their systematic review concerning identification 
of PAD, Tehan, Santos, and Chuter (2016) found that procedures included unspecified angiography, digital 
subtraction angiography, angiography in conjunction with multidetector computed tomography, and color duplex 
sonography/ultrasound—each of which could generate an outcome that differed from other outcomes and might 
therefore produce differing results, some possibly more valid than others, when the adequacy of a screening test 
is being assessed. 
A third issue arises when different operators within a particular method might have different levels of competence 
or different decision-making practices and could therefore produce differing results even when using the same 
procedure(s) and attempting to apply the same criteria. Often, researchers provide no indication about the reliability 
of the operators in their studies. For example, five of the seven studies reviewed by Tehan, Santos, and Chuter. 
(2016) contained no information about rater reliability. Even when that information has been provided, it is not 
always reassuring. For example, Tehan, Bray, and Chuter (2016) assessed interrater reliability across three 
operators who used color duplex sonography to identify the presence of PAD, and reported a kappa of .78—a level 
of agreement that McHugh (2012) has categorized as being only moderate, albeit at the high end of moderate. 
Under these circumstances, it is difficult to regard a reference standard as having satisfactory reliability. 
A fourth issue relates to unsound investigative logic sometimes being employed. For example, Chongthawonsatid 
and Dutsadeevettakul (2017) assessed sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and accuracy (Note 5) of the ABI 
by comparing results from one method of obtaining ABIs with another, the second of which they referred to as a 
“gold standard”. In this situation, two highly similar screening tests were compared with each other and no 
diagnostic-level measure of PAD was involved. In the penultimate paragraph of my previous article (Trevethan, 
2017b), I referred to a different logical flaw. There, Jönelid et al. (2016) assessed the ABI as a screening test but 
also used the same ABI results from the screening test as part of their reference standard, thus inevitably obtaining 
an inflated similarity between the two measures because one was embedded within the other. 
Given the above, it is obvious that any assessment of a screening test should include an evaluation of the adequacy 
of the reference standard against which that screening test’s results are being compared. So much is this necessary 
that Parikh et al. (2008) considered the anomalous, even amusing, possibility that a screening test might be more 
indicative of a condition’s presence than is the reference standard used to assess the screening test’s adequacy. 
Because of circumstances such as these, where the validity of reference standards can be called into question, it is 
understandable that many methodologists now prefer the term reference standard to gold standard. The term gold 
standard could well refer to a myth that creates an inappropriate sense of validity and certainty. 
5. Issues Pertaining to Screening Tests 
Screening tests, also, cannot be assumed to produce appropriate or accurate results. In general, the relevant issues 
are more extensive than are the issues associated with reference standards, but many also pertain to reference 
standards. Although an exhaustive treatment will not be attempted here, what follows should be sufficient to 
indicate that the results from screening tests should not be accepted at face value and, again, that a degree of 
skepticism could well be warranted. 
As an introductory springboard, it might be noted that, in their systematic review concerning the TBI as a screening 
test for PAD, Tehan, Santos, and Chuter (2016) selected 17 studies as being relevant, excluded 10 of those studies 
for a variety of reasons (including five for not having an acceptable reference standard), assessed the remaining 
seven studies using the QUADAS-2 (see Whiting, Rutjes, et al., 2011), and adjudged none of those seven studies 
to be without risk of bias regarding measurement of TBIs. 
An initial issue associated with screening tests is that measurement methods might be unreliable because of 
inherent inaccuracy related to device characteristics or poor calibration at the time measurements were taken. Rich 
(2015), for example, has indicated that toe pressures obtained manually with an aneroid sphygmomanometer and 
Doppler device might be less accurate than are other methods. Independent of that, manufacturers of the SysToe 
device evidently believe that, in order to obtain accurate toe pressure measurements, the toe pulp should be 
exsanguinated prior to occlusion occurring, and therefore both exsanguination and occlusion cuffs are provided 
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with the SysToe (Pérez-Martin et al., 2010), but other manufacturers of automated devices for measuring toe 
pressure, by providing only an occlusion cuff, evidently do not regard initial exsanguination to be necessary. 
Second, different procedures might produce different outcomes. Aboyans et al. (2012) and others (Al-Qaisi et al., 
2009; Caruana et al., 2005; Jelinek & Austin, 2006; Xu et al., 2010) refer to an array of procedures in relation to 
measurement of the ABI—including the number of readings taken at the arm and ankle, the arteries from which 
readings are taken at the ankle, and whether averaged readings or the higher/highest ankle and brachial readings 
are used in the index—an array that suggests some measurements are likely to be different from, and preferable 
to, others. A parallel range of procedures exists for the measurement of TBIs, including which arms and toes blood 
pressures are taken from, the size and location of toe cuffs, and whether or not pressure readings are averaged 
(McAra & Trevethan, 2018). Some of these procedures have been demonstrated to yield substantially different 
outcomes (Bhamidipaty et al., 2015; Påhlsson et al., 2007). 
Third, the people who conduct the tests might not be reliable. It would appear that in many situations associated 
with measurement of the ABI there is high intra- and inter-rater reliability if operators are skilled or have had 
sufficient practice with the assessment equipment (Mätzke et al., 2003). However, rater reliability is often not 
assessed and therefore can be indeterminate. When evidence is provided, the results are not always reassuring. For 
example, Tehan, Bray, Keech, et al. (2015) reported interrater ICCs of 0.80 for toe pressures and 0.66 for brachial 
pressures, with both ICCs falling well short of the desired 0.90 that is regarded as desirable for clinical situations 
(Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; Portney & Watkins, 2009; Trevethan, 2017a). It should be conceded, however, that 
the inconsistency in readings might have occurred because those readings were taken up to a week apart, so 
endogenous and exogenous variables relevant to the participants, rather than rater disagreement, could have been 
the predominant driver of inconsistency. In other research, the interrater reliability ICCs for toe pressures taken 
within 15 minutes of each other ranged from .82 to .91 (Romanos et al., 2010; Sonter, Chuter, & Casey, 2015), but 
for brachial pressures were as low as .49 and did not exceed .82 (Sonter, Chuter, & Casey, 2015; Sonter, Sadler, 
& Chuter, 2015). These results are far from reassuring given the desirability of ICCs > .90 in clinical settings. 
Fourth, the people being assessed might have fluctuant characteristics that are not sufficiently taken into account. 
For example, people who have diabetes can have highly variable brachial blood pressures (Parati et al., 2013; 
Trevethan, 2019), even within the span of a single clinical visit (Okada et al., 2015), so procedures such as 
averaging two or more blood pressure readings when obtaining ABIs and TBIs might be advisable. Furthermore, 
confounders such as the white coat phenomenon, environmental temperature, and time of day might need to be 
controlled for or overcome, or at least taken into account. 
Fifth, the people being assessed might not present themselves or be prepared satisfactorily. For the assessment of 
ABIs and TBIs, such preconditions as avoidance of recent medication, food, tobacco, caffeine, and vigorous 
physical activity; a pretest resting period; and heating of limbs can all be of importance (Bonham, 2011; Campbell 
et al., 1990; Høyer et al., 2013; Sawka & Carter, 1992). 
Given the range of problems that might beset screening tests, it is understandable that two or more of those tests 
have sometimes been used in conjunction with each other (Cadogan, McNair, Laslett, & Hing, 2013; Cadogan, 
McNair, Laslett, Hing, & Taylor, 2013; Lewis et al., 2016). 
5. Issues Associated with Cutpoints 
Many variables of interest to health professionals are continuous, not binary, in nature and therefore cutpoints need 
to be established either side of which people can be regarded as having, or as not having, the condition of interest. 
With both the ABI and TBI, all readings below a chosen cutpoint are assumed to be indicative of PAD, and, 
conversely, all readings above that cutpoint are assumed to indicate absence of PAD. 
This kind of distinction appears to be uncomplicated. Cutpoint values can be complicated, however, primarily 
because of uncertainty, even disagreement, about where they should be placed. For the ABI, a cutpoint of 0.80, 
rather than the conventional 0.90 has sometimes been referred to (European Stroke Organisation et al., 2011; 
McAra et al., 2017). Higher cutpoints have also been proposed—at 1.00 (Chen et al., 2016; Criqui, McClelland, 
et al., 2010) and even at 1.10 (Gornik, 2009). These higher cutpoints have been recommended because medial 
arterial calcification (MAC), a condition usually associated with increasing age and diabetes, prevents ankle 
arteries from being compressed and, as a result, both ankle blood pressure readings and ABIs become spuriously 
elevated. Therefore, an apparently normal ABI might mask PAD, so the level for “normal” has sometimes been 
raised in order to avoid false negative screening results. 
Cutpoints > 0.90 for the ABI are associated with two kinds of problems, however. On the one hand, they could 
generate too many false positive results, thus reducing the specificity of the ABI and lead to unnecessary alarm, 
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distress, overreferral, and overtreatment. On the other hand, the higher ABIs could be indicative of MAC, which 
is considered by some researchers to be of similar concern as PAD with regard to cardiovascular events (Nishimura 
et al., 2016; Suominen et al., 2008). Although MAC is sometimes regarded to be likely only if ABIs are > 1.40 
(Bundó et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2016), cutpoints of 1.30, 1.40, and 1.50 have been investigated as prospective 
cutpoints (Suominen et al., 2008), and even lower ABI cutpoints of 1.20 (McAra et al., 2017) and 1.10 (Cardenas 
et al., 2018) have been regarded as indicating MAC. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to interpret mid-
range ABI values with confidence. They could be normal, could mask the presence of PAD by being spuriously 
inflated as a result of atherosclerosis, or could be indicative of MAC as an advanced, clinically significant, and 
possibly separate vascular condition that should not be ignored (see Ix, Miller, Criqui, & Orchard, 2012). 
Because MAC within blood vessels in the ankle could be present in people who have PAD, and because 
calcification is less likely to occur in the toes (Aboyans et al., 2012; Young et al., 1993), TBIs, rather than ABIs, 
are sometimes recommended over ABIs when screening for PAD in order to avoid ambiguity (Hinchliffe et al., 
2016; Mills et al., 2014; Rooke et al., 2011; Trevethan, 2018). For the remainder of this article, therefore, examples 
will be based on TBIs. 
Despite their prospective advantages, TBIs are not without issues concerning cutpoints, however. These cutpoints 
have been set at 0.50 (Suzuki, 2007), 0.60 (Bundó et al., 2013; Suominen et al., 2008), 0.65 (McAra et al., 2017), 
and 0.75 (Hinchliffe et al., 2016), and in a review concerning the TBI, Høyer et al. (2013) estimated that 0.71 was 
the lowest threshold for a normal TBI for limbs that had been heated, but they also referred to studies in which the 
cutpoint for PAD ranged from 0.54 to 0.75. 
These differences are not trivial. On a screening test that has continuous scores, the cutpoints used when 
determining whether people should be regarded as having, or as not having, a condition can have a considerable 
effect on sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values. This can be demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3. The data set 
used in creating entries for these figures, although fictitious, was informed by data obtained in other research 
(McAra, 2015; McAra & Trevethan, 2018). The full set of these data, with supporting annotations, is provided in 
Appendix A. These data represent TBIs that might be found in a sample of 100 people considered at high risk of 
PAD, namely people over 75 years of age, some of whom are healthy but many of whom have combinations of 
diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, a history of smoking, chronic kidney disease, symptoms of 
intermittent claudication, and leg pain at rest. In this dataset, the mean TBI = 0.57, the standard deviation = 0.24, 
and TBIs range from 0.13 to 1.05. 
As pointed out earlier in this article, prevalence of PAD varies between subpopulations. With that in mind, many 
people in the previous paragraph might not only be regarded as at high risk of PAD but also as providing a 
reasonable indication of prevalence for that group. Therefore, based on results from the reference standard, 
prevalence of PAD for that subpopulation can be calculated from entries in Figures 2 and 3 by the following 
formula: 
 
[ a + c / (a + b + c + d) ] x 100 
 
which, for both figures yields an outcome of 60%—a percentage that is, for current purposes, intentionally high 
for PAD. 
In order to demonstrate how cutpoint values can influence sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values, in Figures 
2 and 3, those metrics have been calculated for TBI cutpoints at 0.55 and 0.85, respectively, while holding PAD 
prevalence constant. (Note 6) The stringent (i.e., conservative, or low) cutpoint of 0.55 (Figure 2) might be based 
on a need to identify people for whom immediate referrals should be made, whereas the more precautionary (i.e., 
tentative, or high) cutpoint of 0.85 (Figure 3) might be set to identify a greater number of people who, less urgently, 
might undergo further investigative testing, receive advice about lifestyle changes, or be monitored more 
frequently. 
Four conclusions can be drawn from the contents of Figures 2 and 3. First, the cutpoints chosen on a screening test 
can have noticeable effects on the sensitivity and specificity values associated with that test: sensitivity is 70% in 
Figure 2, and a much higher 98% in Figure 3; specificity is 90% in Figure 2, but only 38% in Figure 3.  
Second, when screening tests involve cutpoints, it is not sufficient to speak of those tests’ sensitivity and specificity 
without also indicating the associated cutpoint. Furthermore, all three variables (sensitivity, specificity, and 
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cutpoint) should not only be taken into account, but taken into account simultaneously, when assessing and 
reporting the adequacy of a screening test. 
 
 
Figure 2. Diagram showing sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and accuracy based on a fictitious dataset 
of 100 people, 60 of whom had been diagnosed on a reference standard as having PAD, and 40 as not having 
PAD. The TBI cutpoint on the screening test is set at 0.55. This depicts a high prevalence (60%), stringent 
cutpoint situation. 
 
 
Figure 3. Diagram showing sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and accuracy based on a fictitious dataset 
of 100 people, 60 of whom had been diagnosed on a reference standard as having PAD, and 40 as not having 
PAD. The TBI cutpoint on the screening test is set at 0.85. This depicts a high prevalence (60%), precautionary 
cutpoint situation. 
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Third, cutpoints can have noticeable effects on predictive values. The positive predictive value (PPV) is 88% in 
Figure 2, and 70% in Figure 3; in contrast, the negative predictive value (NPV) is 67% in Figure 2, and 94% in 
Figure 3. 
Fourth, therefore, because clinical decisions are based on predictive values, when cutpoints are involved it is 
advisable to be aware of the cutpoint that had been used when determining those predictive values. 
6. Issues Associated with Prevalence 
In addition to screening tests’ cutpoints influencing sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values, the sample of 
people who are recruited for initial analysis has a bearing on those metrics, sometimes to a noticeable extent. (Note 
7) There are two distinctly different situations under which the initial samples can be recruited, and those situations 
have substantial implications concerning how prevalence is taken into account when determining predictive values. 
In the first of these situations, a sample is chosen solely to determine the sensitivity and specificity of a screening 
test (Grunau & Linn, 2018). Here, the only requirement is that some people within the sample can be regarded as 
definitely having the condition of interest, and the others can be regarded as definitely not having that condition—
and that determination can occur regardless of the prevalence of the condition within either the general population 
or any specific subpopulation of interest. Under these circumstances, calculation of predictive values is almost 
certainly inappropriate because predictive values are influenced by prevalence, but prevalence might well not have 
been taken into account and, in fact, was probably not taken into account (Molinaro, 2015). In order to calculate 
predictive values, an appropriate prevalence level needs to be identified and subsequently used in conjunction with 
Bayes’ theorem. In order to obtain the PPV under these circumstances, the formula is: 
 
Sensitivity x prevalence 
_________________________________ 
(Sensitivity x prevalence) + [(1 – specificity) x (1 – prevalence)] 
 
In order to obtain the NPV, the formula is: 
 
Specificity x (1 – prevalence) 
____________________________________________________ 
[(1 – sensitivity) x prevalence] + [specificity x (1 – prevalence)] 
 
In the second situation, a sample is deliberately chosen to correspond, as much as possible, to a particular 
subpopulation of interest and therefore prevalence will be built into the analyses (Molinaro, 2015) and Bayes’ 
theorem does not need to be applied in order to obtain predictive values. It is this second situation that pertains 
when creating the data for the entries within Figures 1 to 5 in this article, and therefore calculations of predictive 
values in those figures—calculations based solely on entries within those figures—can be regarded as valid for 
illustrative purposes. 
The importance of sample prevalence can begin to be appreciated by demonstrating that screening tests based on 
samples from subpopulations in which a target condition is prevalent are likely to have higher sensitivity and lower 
specificity than do tests based on samples from subpopulations in which a condition has low prevalence—and vice 
versa. These have been labeled sensitivity and specificity biases, respectively (Kesson, 2009). They are revealed 
by comparing entries in Figure 2 with those in Figure 4. In both of those figures, the screening test cutpoint for 
TBIs is constant at 0.55, but the samples are based on different sample prevalences. 
As already noted, the data in Figure 2 are based on a fictitious sample of 100 people at high risk of PAD, in which 
prevalence was demonstrably high. In order to create a contrast in sample prevalences, another fictitious sample 
of 100 people was created for Figure 4 (again with recourse to actual data used in previous research to be assured 
of verisimilitude). This second sample was constructed such that few people were expected to have PAD. These 
people might, for illustrative purposes, be 100 ostensibly healthy adults between 50 and 70 years of age. The full 
set of data, with supporting annotations, is provided in Appendix B. Compared with the data in Figure 2, where 
prevalence was calculated at 60%, prevalence for the data in Figure 4 can be calculated to be only 6%. For this 
data set, the mean TBI = 0.80, the standard deviation = 0.21, and TBIs range from 0.40 to 1.10. 
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Figure 4. Diagram showing sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and accuracy based on a fictitious dataset 
of 100 people, 6 of whom had been diagnosed on a reference standard as having PAD, and 94 as not having 
PAD. The TBI cutpoint on the screening test is set at 0.55. This depicts a low prevalence (6%), stringent cutpoint 
situation. 
 
A comparison of entries in Figures 2 and 4 reveals that, at least with the stringent cutpoint of 0.55 held constant, 
the sensitivity and specificity biases hold true. The sensitivity of 70% associated with high prevalence (Figure 2) 
is higher than sensitivity of 67% associated with low prevalence (Figure 4), and, conversely, the specificity of 90% 
associated with high prevalence (Figure 2) is lower than specificity of 98% associated with low prevalence (Figure 
4). The differences between the two sensitivity values, and between the two specificity values, are not large, 
however. 
Prevalence differences affect predictive values to a much greater extent. With regard to PPVs, the sample with 
high prevalence (Figure 2) yielded a considerably higher PPV of 91% relative to the sample with low prevalence 
(Figure 4) with its PPV of 67%. This difference in PPVs can be explained in two ways. On the one hand, there is 
more opportunity for true positive results to occur when prevalence is high given that most results fall into cells a 
and c. Because of that, if a screening test is reasonably effective, cell a will almost inevitably have greater numbers 
than will cell b, resulting in less opportunity for false positives to occur in cell b. Therefore, the PPV, being 
calculated from cells a and b, is likely to be quite high. Expressed differently, high prevalence simply means that 
a person being tested is likely to have the condition of interest and therefore, based on this fact alone, a positive 
test result is likely to be correct (Loong, 2003). On the other hand, low prevalence of a condition is likely to be 
associated with smaller PPVs. To begin with, most observations will be located in cells b and d. However, although 
most of those observations will probably be in cell d if a screening test is reasonably effective, there could well be 
a proportionally greater number of observations in cell b relative to cell a than when prevalence is high. 
The converse occurs with NPVs. The sample with higher prevalence (Figure 2) yielded a considerably lower NPV 
of 67% than did the sample that had low prevalence (Figure 4) with its NPV of 98%. With appropriate explanatory 
reversals, the reasons for this difference parallel the reasons provided in the paragraph immediately above for 
prevalence-influenced differences in PPVs. On the one hand, if a condition is prevalent but the cutpoint for 
detecting it is stringent (i.e., a condition must be quite pronounced before it is considered to exist), there is likely 
to be a disproportionate number of false negative results (cell c) because many people with the condition will not 
be identified by the screening test. That will drive the NPV down. On the other hand, when prevalence is low (and 
a cutpoint is stringent, as before), there are likely to be relatively few observations in cell c if a screening test is 
reasonably effective, so an NPV is likely to be higher. Low prevalence simply means that a person being tested is 
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unlikely to have the condition and therefore, based on this fact alone, a negative test result is likely to be correct 
(Loong, 2003). 
In summary, as prevalence increases, sensitivity and PPVs also increase, but specificity and NPVs decrease—and 
vice versa. This means that when screening tests are being described and evaluated, the characteristics of the 
samples on which those tests are predicated should be fully disclosed. Furthermore, it has been argued that when 
those tests are used in clinical situations, the characteristics of comparison samples should be taken into account 
because there should be a match between those samples and the people subsequently being screened (Akobeng, 
2006; Coulthard, 2007; Kesson, 2009; Mulherin & Miller, 2002; Pewsner et al., 2004; Ray et al., 2010; Vetter et 
al., 2018). 
7. Interactive Effects and Additional Findings Concerning Cutpoints and Prevalence 
In the previous two subsections, the analyses were first simplified in that contrasting cutpoints were examined 
when prevalence was held constant (Figures 2 and 3), then the influence of prevalence was examined while holding 
a cutpoint constant (Figures 2 and 4). Although those analyses revealed some important insights, additional 
insights are possible and become evident when cutpoints and prevalences are examined in combination with each 
other. 
Some analysis of the interaction between cutpoints and prevalence is possible by comparing the entries in Figures 
3 and 4 because they have dissimilar cutpoints as well as dissimilar prevalence levels (precautionary cutpoint, high 
prevalence in Figure 3; stringent cutpoint, low prevalence in Figure 4)—and some analysis of entries in those two 
figures will be made below. However, the prospect of exploring interactive effects, as well as additional 
unidimensional effects, can be extended by creating Figure 5. In it, the same data that had been generated for 
Figure 4 were used, but the TBI cutpoint was raised to 0.85 to correspond with the precautionary cutpoint used in 
Figure 3. 
 
Figure 5. Diagram showing sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and accuracy based on a fictitious dataset 
of 100 people, 6 of whom had been diagnosed on a reference standard as having PAD, and 94 as not having 
PAD. The TBI cutpoint on the screening test is set at 0.85. This depicts a low prevalence (6%), precautionary 
cutpoint situation. 
 
New sets of comparisons are therefore possible. Figures 2 and 5 have different cutpoints and prevalences (stringent 
cutpoint, high prevalence in Figure 2; precautionary cutpoint, low prevalence in Figure 5), Figures 4 and 5 have 
different cutpoints but the same prevalence (both low), and Figures 3 and 5 have the same cutpoint (precautionary) 
but different prevalences. The six sets of comparisons, including those made possible by the creation of Figure 5, 
are depicted in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Six sets of comparisons between Figures 2 to 5 
 
The number and variety of comparisons is large when sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values from Figures 
2 to 5 are taken into account. A summary is provided in Table 1 where, for subsequent examination and comment, 
likelihood ratios, and three global/summary metrics comprising test accuracy, the Youden index (Grunau & Linn, 
2018; Youden, 1950), and the predictive summary index, or PSI (Grunau & Linn, 2018) have also been included. 
(Note 8) 
 
Table 1. Sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and other metrics for fictitious samples that differ on screening 
test cutpoints and population prevalencea 
  Global/summary metrics 
Sample Sensitivity  Specificity PPVb NPVc PLRd NLRe Accuracyf Youden indexg PSIh
Stringent cutpoint (0.55) 
 High prevalence (60%, Fig. 2) 
.70 .90 .91 .67 7.0 0.33 .78 .60 .58 
 Low prevalence (6%, Fig. 4) .67 .98 .67 .98 31.3 0.34 .96 .65 .65 
Precautionary cutpoint (0.85) 
 High prevalence (60%, Fig. 3) 
.98 .38 .70 .94 1.6 0.05 .74 .36 .64 
 Low prevalence (6%, Fig. 5) .83 .16 .06 .94 .99 1.06 .20 -.01 .00 
a Metrics associated with sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values have been converted from percentages 
to decimal format in order to conform with the representation of other metrics. 
b Positive predictive value (PPV) = a / (a + b) 
c Negative predictive value (NPV) = d / (c + d) 
d Positive likelihood ratio (PLR) = sensitivity / (1 – specificity) 
e Negative likelihood ratio (NLR) = (1 – sensitivity) / specificity 
f Accuracy = (a + d) / (a + b + c + d) 
g Youden index = sensitivity + (specificity – 1) 
h Predictive summary index (PSI) = PPV + NPV – 1 
 
The entries in Table 1 would inevitably change if different screening test cutpoints and sample prevalences had 
been used when producing Figures 2 to 5. Because of that, and to avoid overanalysis, most comparisons that follow 
will focus on entries in Figure 2 versus Figure 5, and on entries in Figure 3 versus Figure 4, because each of those 
paired comparisons contains differences in both cutpoints and prevalences. Although the specific details are 
inevitably fluid, these comparisons yield general insights and principles. 
Entries for Figure 2 indicate that a stringent cutpoint in the presence of high prevalence is likely to produce 
moderate sensitivity and high specificity as well as a high PPV and a moderate NPV. In contrast, entries for Figure 
5 indicate that a precautionary cutpoint in the presence of low prevalence is likely to produce moderate sensitivity 
and high specificity as well as an extremely low PPV and an extremely high NPV. 
Between Figures 2 and 5, there is no consistency regarding either size or pattern of the outcomes for sensitivity, 
specificity, or predictive values—a point that I made elsewhere (Trevethan, 2017b) but is worth reiterating lest 
researchers and clinicians make unwarranted assumptions about values of some metrics on the basis of knowledge 
of values on only one or two other metrics. 
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Entries for Figure 3 indicate that a precautionary cutpoint in the presence of high prevalence is likely to produce 
high sensitivity and NPVs, low specificity, and moderate PPVs. In contrast, the entries for Figure 4 reveal that a 
stringent cutpoint in the presence of low prevalence is likely to produce moderate sensitivity and PPVs in 
conjunction with extremely high specificity and NPVs. Again, there is no consistency regarding either size or 
pattern of the outcomes for sensitivity, specificity, or predictive values between the two figures. 
The sensitivity and specificity biases that were confirmed when comparing entries for Figures 2 and 4 (i.e., high 
prevalence is associated with higher sensitivity and lower specificity than is low prevalence, and vice versa) are 
only partially apparent when comparing entries for Figures 3 and 5. In the latter pair of figures, the sensitivity bias 
was again evident (sensitivity is higher in Figure 3 than in Figure 5), but the specificity bias was reversed 
(specificity is higher in Figure 3 than in Figure 5). These results run counter to the sometimes-argued notion that 
sensitivity and specificity are unaffected by prevalence (see Lalkhen & McCluskey, 2008; Wong & Lim, 2011), a 
notion that has been disproven elsewhere (Brenner & Gefeller, 1997; Li & Fine, 2011). There is an added revelation, 
however, in that it is difficult to predict with confidence how prevalence levels will influence sensitivity and 
specificity. 
8. Additional Considerations and Insights 
Cutpoints and prevalence are not the only variables that can influence sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values. 
An additional influence, referred to as spectrum bias or sometimes as spectrum effect (Mulherin & Miller, 2002), 
can occur if either extremely unwell or extremely healthy people are included in samples when the metrics of a 
screening test are being established (Al Fattani & Aljoudi, 2015; Goehring et al., 2004; Leeflang et al., 2009; 
Parikh et al., 2008; Pewsner et al., 2004; Schmidt & Factor, 2013; Šimundić, 2009; Willis, 2008). These situations 
could be seen as creating extensions of the sensitivity and specificity biases. Within subpopulations that have 
greater prevalence of a condition, there are likely to be more people who exhibit severe forms of that condition 
and who are therefore more easily identified, thus creating greater sensitivity because of fewer false negative 
results. Conversely, extreme healthiness in a subpopulation is likely to lessen the probability of false positive 
results, and will therefore enhance specificity. Essentially, screening tests are likely to perform, or appear to 
perform, more effectively when used with samples in which the conditions of interest are manifestly expressed as 
being present or absent, which could be related to (sub)population prevalence. 
Likelihood ratios are provided in Table 1 primarily for completeness in case readers are interested in how those 
ratios relate to entries in Figures 2 to 5. Because of evidence that likelihood ratios are seldom used by health 
professionals (Puhan et al., 2005; Reid et al., 1998; Whiting, Davenport, et al., 2015), these ratios are accorded 
minimal attention here. However, it is probably helpful to acknowledge that, as positive likelihood ratios rise above 
1.0, the more they are likely to indicate presence of a condition, and as negative likelihood ratios fall below 1.0, 
the more they are likely to indicate absence of a condition—but also that being aware of these trends might not be 
particularly informative. More helpful is knowing that positive likelihood ratios convincingly indicate presence of 
a condition only when > 10.0, and negative likelihood ratios convincingly indicate absence of a condition only 
when < 0.10 (Ray et al., 2010; Šimundić, 2009; Vetter et al., 2018). Rules of thumb for interpreting likelihood 
ratios are provided in Table 2 because guidelines of that kind seem to be elusive. 
 
Table 2. Rules of thumb for interpreting likelihood ratios in terms of their predictive strengtha 
Predictive strength Positive  
likelihood ratio
Negative  
likelihood ratio
None 1 1 
Poor 1 – 5 1 – 0.2 
Good 5 – 10 0.2 – 0.1 
Excellent > 10 < 0.1 
a. Adapted from Table 3 of Ray et al. (2010) 
 
An interesting relationship of likelihood ratios with sensitivity and specificity is observable in Table 1 where the 
only positive likelihood ratio that exceeds 10 is associated with high specificity, providing support for the spin 
principle, and the only negative likelihood ratio that is < 0.10 is associated with high sensitivity, providing support 
for the snout principle. This indicates that the useful information provided by likelihood ratios is already available 
from sensitivity and specificity values. 
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Entries in Table 1 for the three global/summary metrics comprising accuracy, the Youden index, and the PSI 
indicate that accuracy is always higher than the other two. Apart from that, however, there is almost no systematic 
pattern evident in the relationships among these metrics. 
These discrepancies suggest that global metrics might not be particularly informative in clinical situations because 
each can be influenced in different ways by cutpoints and prevalence and therefore can mask unique features of, 
and important differences between, sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and likelihood ratios. By masking 
these unique features, global/summary metrics might not be merely uninformative. They might be deceptive. 
Reservations about these global/summary metrics have been raised elsewhere. Accuracy has been referred to by a 
number of authors as needing to be viewed with caution (Ray et al., 2010; Šimundić, 2009; Whiting, Davenport, 
et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2010). Added to that, Youden’s index has been characterized as insensitive to differences 
in sensitivity and specificity (Šimundić, 2009), and the PSI has been described as most effective when sensitivity 
and specificity are both high and prevalence is 50% (Irving & Holden, 2013), thus severely limiting its applicability 
because screening tests are typically unsatisfactory with regard to either sensitivity or specificity, or to both of 
those metrics, and prevalence of a condition is seldom 50%. Furthermore, there seem to be no guidelines 
concerning when any of these three global/summary metrics can be regarded as indicating that a test is satisfactory, 
thus further depriving them of usefulness. Entries in Table 1 demonstrate that it would be unwise to make 
assumptions about any one of sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, or likelihood ratios associated with a test 
based merely on knowledge about any others among those metrics, let alone based on global/summary metrics 
such as accuracy, the Youden index, and the PSI. 
9. Concluding Remarks 
Although different metrics would inevitably be obtained with other data than were used in this article, a number 
of overarching points can be made. Predominant among these is that the foundations of screening tests, and the 
metrics associated with those tests, are by no means simple and that some degree of cautious sophistication needs 
to be exercised when evaluating and using them. In particular, the metrics associated with screening tests can be 
substantially influenced not only by where cutpoints are placed but also by, and in interaction with, the prevalence 
of a condition in the samples chosen for analysis. Therefore, when the characteristics of a screening test are being 
described, information should be provided about the cutpoints that had been applied and the prevalence levels of 
the target condition in the sample, or subpopulation, with which the test’s sensitivity, specificity, and predictive 
values were determined. 
The contents of this article should also indicate that an informed skeptical stance is reasonable with regard to most 
metrics associated with screening tests. For those metrics to be relied on, the validity of both reference standards 
and the screening tests themselves needs to be guaranteed as much as possible, or at least taken into account. 
Reference standards can fail to be as “golden” as is often assumed, and screening tests, ipso facto, are likely to 
have inbuilt uncertainty and inaccuracy. 
Furthermore, in the Wilson and Jungner (1968) context of case findings, which is the focus of this article, Willis 
(2008) has pointed out that it might be difficult to attain a satisfactory degree of correspondence between a 
particular patient and the group(s) on which a test’s PPV and NPV were determined. For example, relevant 
prevalence data might not be available in relation to a particular female patient of a specific age and ethnic 
background who had never smoked but currently has hypertension and symptoms of prediabetes. Therefore 
perhaps, in reality, it is only best approximations of prevalence that can be taken into account in decision making, 
and consequently predictive values should not be expected to attract high levels of certainty. 
It is also important to recognize that overreliance on, or preoccupation with, screening test metrics could result in 
losing sight of the reality that many conditions are not dichotomous in nature, but rather lie on a continuum (see 
Trevethan, 2019). Appropriate decisions are therefore unlikely to be based on two clearly demarcated sets of 
considerations. For example, a different range of possibilities will be considered, and decisions made, when 
readings are extreme than when readings are only moderately disquieting, or when readings lie only a little above 
or a little below a specified cutpoint. 
In light of these considerations, it should be acknowledged that effective clinicians are likely to use metrics 
associated with screening tests in order to complement, rather than dominate, decision making; not feel overly 
concerned if they disregard metrics beyond sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values; not rely on a single 
screening test, particularly if results from it are ambiguous; and engage in careful history taking and observation 
of signs and symptoms as part of a comprehensive assessment of each patient. There is, after all, an art as well as 
a science to good practice (Saunders, 2000). 
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Notes 
1. It is revealing that, at the time of writing, the Wikipedia site for sensitivity and specificity is prefaced with a 
request that the site be written in a more comprehensible way, and almost all subsections within that site are 
indicated as being in need of editing. 
2. The higher blood pressure at the ankle than at the brachium occurs because the vascular bed of the foot creates 
a reflection that increases blood pressure at the ankle (Singh et al., 2013). 
3. Calculations to obtain these metrics are provided in the footnotes for Table 1. 
4. All percentages within this article have been rounded to the nearest integer. 
5. In this context, and elsewhere in this article, test accuracy is based specifically on the following formula in 
the standard 2 x 2 contingency table: (a + d) / (a + b + c + d). 
6. Confidence intervals are not provided in this article in order to avoid complexity that might be 
counterproductive. Confidence intervals for the main metrics associated with screening tests are easily 
obtained from the following website: https://www.medcalc.org/calc/diagnostic_test.php 
7.  There is a common belief that sensitivity and specificity are not affected by prevalence, but that is not always 
the case. This will be considered in more detail, and demonstrated, later in this article. 
8.  A number of additional metrics can be derived from entries in the basic 2 x 2 contingency table. They are not 
dealt with in this article because they appear to attract little attention in clinical and research contexts. 
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Appendix A 
Toe–brachial indices for data in Figures 2 and 3 
As indicated in the text, the toe–brachial index (TBI) values in the following table are based on a hypothetical 
sample of 100 people who were considered to be at high risk of PAD, namely people over 75 years of age, some 
of whom are healthy but many of whom have combinations of diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, a 
history of smoking, chronic kidney disease, symptoms of intermittent claudication, and leg pain at rest. This data 
set is the basis for entries in Figures 2 and 3. Among these people, differing numbers had TBIs indicative of PAD 
depending on where the TBI cutoff is placed –at either 0.55 or at 0.85. 
 
 
TBI  
value 
Reference standard: 
Has condition = 1 
Does not have cond. = 2 Notes 
1.  .14 1  
2.  .15 1  
3.  .15 1  
4.  .16 1  
5.  .17 1  
6.  .20 1  
7.  .21 1  
8.  .22 1  
9.  .22 1  
10.  .23 1  
11.  .24 1  
12.  .25 1  
13.  .26 1  
14.  .27 1  
15.  .28 1  
16.  .29 1  
17.  .31 1  
18.  .32 1  
19.  .33 1  
20.  .34 1  
21.  .35 1  
22.  .36 1  
23.  .36 1  
24.  .37 1  
25.  .37 1  
26.  .39 1  
27.  .40 1  
28.  .41 1  
29.  .42 1  
30.  .42 1  
31.  .42 1  
32.  .43 1  
33.  .44 1  
34.  .45 2  
35.  .45 1  
36.  .46 1  
37.  .46 1  
38.  .47 1  
39.  .49 1  
40.  .51 2  
41.  .51 1  
42.  .51 1  
43.  .51 2  
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44.  .52 1  
45.  .53 1  
46.  .54 2 The following notes refer to Figure 2. 
47.  .55 1 Above here in the table there are 42 x 1s and 4 x 2s (n = 46). 
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.55, there will be 42 true positives (the 1s above here in the
table) and 4 false positives (the 2s above here in the table). 
At or below here in the table there are 18 x 1s and 36 x 2s (n = 54). 
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.55, there will be 18 false negatives (the 1s below here in the
table) and 36 true negatives (the 2s below here in the table). 
48.  .56 1  
49.  .57 1  
50.  .58 1  
51.  .58 1  
52.  .59 1  
53.  .59 1  
54.  .60 2  
55.  .61 1  
56.  .62 1  
57.  .63 2  
58.  .64 1  
59.  .65 1  
60.  .65 2  
61.  .66 1  
62.  .66 1  
63.  .67 2  
64.  .68 1  
65.  .69 2  
66.  .59 2  
67.  .70 2  
68.  .70 2  
69.  .71 1  
70.  .71 2  
71.  .72 1  
72.  .72 2  
73.  .73 2  
74.  .74 2  
75.  .75 2  
76.  .76 2  
77.  .77 1  
78.  .78 2  
79.  .79 2  
80.  .80 2  
81.  .81 2  
82.  .82 2  
83.  .83 2  
84.  .84 2 The following notes refer to Figure 3. 
85.  .85 1 Above here in the table there are 59 x 1s and 25 x 2s (n = 84). 
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.85, there will be 59 true positives (the 1s above here) and 25
false positives (the 2s above here). 
At or below here there is only one 1 and there are 15 x 2s (n = 16). 
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.85, there will be 1 false negative (the 1 at or below here in the
table) and there are 15 true negatives (the 2s below here in the table).
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86.  .86 2  
87.  .87 2  
88.  .88 2  
89.  .89 2  
90.  .90 2  
91.  .91 2  
92.  .92 2  
93.  .93 2  
94.  .94 2  
95.  .97 2  
96.  1.00 2  
97.  1.01 2  
98.  1.02 2  
99.  1.03 2  
100. 1.05 2  
 
Appendix B 
Toe–brachial indices for data in Figures 4 and 5 
As indicated in the text, the TBI values in the following table are based on a hypothetical sample of 100 ostensibly 
healthy adults between 50 and 70 years of age who are presumably not at risk of PAD, so almost all of them had 
quite high TBIs, and among them differing numbers had TBIs indicative of PAD depending on where the TBI 
cutoff is placed – in this case at 0.55 or at 0.85. This data set is the basis for entries in Figures 4 and 5. Among 
these people, as for Figures 2 and 3, differing numbers had TBIs indicative of PAD depending on where the TBI 
cutoff is placed – again at either 0.55 or 0.85 
 
 
TBI  
value 
Reference standard: 
Has condition = 1 
Does not have cond. = 2 Notes 
1.  .40 1  
2.  .41 1  
3.  .42 1  
4.  .47 2  
5.  .48 1  
6.  .54 2 The following notes refer to Figure 4. 
7.  .55 2 Above here in the table there are 4 x 1s and 2 x 2s (n = 6). 
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.55, there will be 4 true positives (the 1s above here) and 2
false positives (the 2s above here in the table). 
At or below here in the table there are 2 x 1s and 92 x 2s (n = 94). 
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.55, there will be only 2 false negatives (the 1s at or below
here) and 92 true negatives (the 2s below here in the table). 
8.  .56 1  
9.  .56 2  
10.  .84 2  
11.  .84 2  
12.  .84 2  
13.  .83 2  
14.  .82 2  
15.  .80 2  
16.  .81 2  
17.  .82 2  
18.  .83 2  
19.  .84 2  
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20.  .82 2  
21.  .81 2  
22.  .81 2  
23.  .82 2  
24.  .83 2  
25.  .83 2  
26.  .83 2  
27.  .84 2  
28.  .80 2  
29.  .84 2  
30.  .81 2  
31.  .82 2  
32.  .83 2  
33.  .81 2  
34.  .82 2  
35.  .83 2  
36.  .80 2  
37.  .79 2  
38.  .80 2  
39.  .79 2  
40.  .78 2  
41.  .80 2  
42.  .82 2  
43.  .83 2  
44.  .84 2  
45.  .79 2  
46.  .82 2  
47.  .83 2  
48.  .80 2  
49.  .84 2  
50.  .84 2  
51.  .84 2  
52.  .82 2  
53.  .83 2  
54.  .81 2  
55.  .79 2  
56.  .80 2  
57.  .83 2  
58.  .84 2  
59.  .78 2  
60.  .84 2  
61.  .79 2  
62.  .78 2  
63.  .77 2  
64.  .78 2  
65.  .81 2  
66.  .84 2  
67.  .80 2  
68.  .80 2  
69.  .81 2  
70.  .81 2  
71.  .82 2  
72.  .82 2  
73.  .83 2  
74.  .84 2  
75.  .82 2  
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76.  .82 2  
77.  .83 2  
78.  .83 2  
79.  .84 2  
80.  .80 2  
81.  .81 2  
82.  .82 2  
83.  .83 2  
84.  .84 2  
85.  .85 2 The following notes refer to Figure 5. 
Above here in the table there are 5 x 1s and 79 x 2s (n = 84). 
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.85, there will be 5 true positives (the 1s above here) and 79
false positives (the 2s above here in the table). 
At or below here in the table there is one 1, and 15 x 2s (n = 16).  
So, if PAD is regarded as unlikely when the TBI cutpoint is drawn
at ≥ 0.85, there will be one false negative (the only 1 at or below
here) and there are 15 true negatives (the 2s below here in the table).
86.  .86 1  
87.  .91 2  
88.  . 92 2  
89.  . 92 2  
90.  . 99 2  
91.  . 92 2  
92.  .94 2  
93.  .93 2  
94.  . 99 2  
95.  .95 2  
96.  .96 2  
97.  .98 2  
98.  1.05 2  
99.  1.08 2  
100. 1.10 2  
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